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SUMMARY

An accelerated boundary cloud method (BCM) for boundary-only analysis of exterior electrostatic prob-
lems is presented in this paper. The BCM uses scattered points instead of the classical boundary elements
to discretize the surface of the conductors. The dense linear system of equations generated by the BCM
are solved by a GMRES iterative solver combined with a singular value decomposition based rapid
matrix–vector multiplication technique. The accelerated technique takes advantage of the fact that the
integral equation kernel (2D Green’s function in our case) is locally smooth and, therefore, can be
dramatically compressed by using a singular value decomposition technique. The acceleration technique
greatly speeds up the solution phase of the linear system by accelerating the computation of the dense
matrix–vector product and reducing the storage required by the BCM. Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: meshless methods; moving least squares; boundary cloud method (BCM); fast algo-
rithms; singular value decomposition (SVD)

1. INTRODUCTION

Computational analysis of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) requires an accurate
analysis of exterior electrostatic problems [1–5]. Boundary element methods [6] are best suited
for exterior electrostatic analysis as they require meshing of only the surface of the conduc-
tor. Even though the meshing of surfaces can be less involved compared to the meshing of
entire volumes, it can still be quite involved. An attractive alternative is to combine mesh-
less techniques (see References [7–16] and other references in these papers) with boundary
integral formulations to alleviate meshing requirements. Boundary-type methods [17, 18] that
combine boundary integral formulations with meshless techniques have been developed. We
have recently introduced a boundary cloud method (BCM) [19] that also combines boundary
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integral formulations with meshless techniques. The key advantage with a BCM method is
that one can use Cartesian co-ordinates to compute meshless interpolation functions.
Boundary element methods, as well as the meshless boundary integral formulations such as

the BNM and BCM, generate dense matrices to compute unknown quantities. The solution
of dense linear systems can be quite involved. First, they require O(N 2) storage, where N
is the number of nodes or panels. Second, the use of classical direct methods, such as the
Gaussian elimination, requires O(N 3) operations. Iterative methods can be less expensive,
but they still require the calculation of a dense matrix–vector product, which costs about
O(N 2) operations. Typically, an iterative technique requires the calculation of several dense
matrix–vector products before a converged solution is obtained. Several approaches have been
proposed to accelerate the calculation of dense matrix–vector products in iterative solvers.
The �rst approach is the fast multipole method (FMM) [20], which was originally developed
for particle simulation problems. Using an FMM, the dense matrix–vector product can be
computed in O(mN ) time and memory, where m is the number of conductors and N is the
number of panels used to discretize a conductor. The central strategy used in FMM is that of
clustering particles at various spatial lengths and computing interactions with other clusters
which are su�ciently far away by means of multipole expansions. The original implementation
of FMM was tailored to the 1=‖x − x′‖ kernel. The second approach is the precorrected fast
Fourier transform (FFT) technique [21]. The central idea in the precorrected FFT technique
is to represent the long-range part of the potential by point charges lying on a uniform grid,
rather than by a series expansion as was done in the fast multipole method. It is based on the
availability of e�cient discrete Fourier transform. The complexity of the precorrected FFT
algorithm is O(N logN ). Recently, a third method, which uses the concept of singular value
decomposition (SVD), is introduced in References [22, 23] to compute the dense matrix–
vector products. This approach utilizes the fact that large parts of integral operator matrix
are numerically low rank. SVD can be used to compress these rank-de�cient matrices. The
complexity of this approach is also O(N logN ).
In this paper, we introduce a fast boundary method, which combines the SVD-based fast

algorithm with the BCM. Compared to the other fast algorithms, SVD-based acceleration
technique is much easier to implement as it operates directly on the dense matrix. Even though
[22, 23] mention that the complexity of the algorithm is O(N logN ) for three-dimensional
(3D) problems, our results indicate that the complexity of the approach can be O(N (logN )2)
for two-dimensional (2D) problems, especially when the dense matrix involves predominantly
near-by interactions (see Appendix A). The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section
2 describes the BCM, Section 3 explains the SVD-based acceleration technique for solving
the dense linear system, Section 4 presents results for three 2D examples and conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2. BOUNDARY CLOUD METHOD FOR EXTERIOR ELECTROSTATICS

2.1. Governing equation and boundary integral formulation

Consider a 2D two-conductor system as shown in Figure 1. �1 and �2 are the domains
occupied by the two conductors, �1 and �2 are the boundaries of �1 and �2, respectively, d
is the separation between the two conductors and �� is the domain exterior to the two bodies
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Figure 1. A two conductor electrostatic system.

or conductors. The governing equation for the exterior electrostatic problem is [6]

∇2�=0 in �� (1)

�1 = g1 on �1 (2)

�2 = g2 on �2 (3)

where � is the electrostatic potential of the conductors and g1 and g2 are the prescribed
electrostatic potentials.
The boundary integral equation for the electrostatic problem is given by [6]

�(p) =
∫
d�

1
�
G(p; q)�(q) d�q + C (4)∫

d�
�(q) d�q =CT (5)

where d� is the boundary of the conductors, � is the dielectric constant of the medium,
p is the source point, q is the �eld point which moves along the boundary of the conductors
and G is the Green’s function. In two dimensions G= ln|p − q|=2�, where |p − q| is the
distance between the source point p and the �eld point q and C is an unknown variable.
The unknown charge density � is computed by employing a BCM [24]. The key steps in the
boundary cloud method are described below.

2.2. Construction of interpolation functions

In a BCM, the surface of the domain is discretized into scattered points. The points can
be sprinkled randomly covering the boundary of the domain. Interpolation functions are
constructed by centring a weighting function at each point or node. The unknown quan-
tity u and its normal derivative q are approximated by a Hermite-type interpolation. For a 2D
problem, as shown in Figure 2, given a point t, the unknown and its normal derivative in the
vicinity of point t are approximated by

u(x; y) = pT(x; y)at (6)

q(x; y) =
@pT(x; y)
@n

at (7)
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u(x,y) for point t

t

q(x,y) for point t

Figure 2. Interpolation region for point t.

where p is the base interpolating polynomial, at is the unknown coe�cient vector for point
t and n is the direction of the outward normal to the boundary (note that n can be di�erent
at every point). at has been assumed constant for a given point t. However, at changes
for di�erent points. In this paper, we use a linear polynomial basis. The base interpolating
polynomial and their normal derivatives are given by

pT(x; y) = [1 x y]; m=3 (8)

@pT(x; y)
@n

=
[
0
@x
@n

@y
@n

]
=[0 cos(n̂x) cos(n̂y)]; m=3 (9)

where n̂x and n̂y are the angles between the outward normal direction and the positive x-
and y-axis, respectively.
For a point t, the unknown coe�cient vector at is computed by minimizing the following

form:

Jt =
NP∑
i=1
wi(xt ; yt)[pT(xi; yi)at − ûi]2 +

NP∑
i=1
wi(xt ; yt)

[
@pT(xi; yi)

@n
at − q̂i

]2
(10)

where NP is the number of nodes, wi(xt ; yt) is the weighting function centred at (xt ; yt)
and evaluated at node i whose co-ordinates are (xi; yi). ûi and q̂i are nodal parameters. The
weighting function is non-zero when the location of node i is within a certain distance from
the point (xt ; yt). The region where the weighting function is non-zero is called a cloud.
The weighting function is typically a cubic spline or a Gaussian function. Extensive details
on the development and application of a BCM for potential problems can be found in
Reference [19].
The stationary of Jt leads to

(PT �WP+ P′T �WP′)at =PT �Wû+ P′ �Wq̂ (11)

Equation (11) can be rewritten as

�Ct �at = �At û+ �Bt q̂ (12)

at = �C
−1
t
�At û+ �C

−1
t
�Bt q̂ (13)
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where �Ct is an m×m matrix, �At is an m×NP matrix and �Bt is an m×NP matrix de�ned as
�Ct =PT �WP+ P′T �WP′ (14)

�At =PT �W (15)

�Bt =P′T �W (16)

P and P′ are NP×m matrices, û and q̂ are NP× 1 vectors, �W is a square NP×NP diagonal
matrix and their de�nitions are given by

P=


pT(x1; y1)

pT(x2; y2)

...

pT(xNP; yNP)

 ; P′=



@pT(x1; y1)
@n1

@pT(x2; y2)
@n2
...

@pT(xNP; yNP)
@nNP


(17)

û=


û1

û2
...

ûNP

 ; q̂=


q̂1
q̂2
...

q̂NP

 (18)

�W=


w1(xt ; yt) 0 0 0

0 w2(xt ; yt) 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 wNP(xt ; yt)

 (19)

In Equation (17), n1; n2; : : : ; nNP are the outward normal directions of nodes 1; 2; : : : ;NP, re-
spectively. Substituting the de�nition of at into Equations (6) and (7), the unknown u and
its normal derivative q, can be expressed as

u(x; y) = �M(x; y)û+ �N(x; y)q̂ (20)

q(x; y) = �S(x; y)û+ �T(x; y)q̂ (21)

where �M(x; y), �N(x; y), �S(x; y) and �T(x; y) are 1×NP vectors de�ned as
�M(x; y) = pT(x; y) �C

−1
t
�At (22)

�N(x; y) = �C
−1
t
�Bt (23)
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�S(x; y) =
@p(x; y)
@n

�C
−1
t
�At (24)

�T(x; y) =
@pT(x; y)
@n

�C
−1
t
�Bt (25)

In a truncated cloud approach, where a weighting function centred at a node of an edge
does not include nodes from other edges (see Reference [19] for details), we can show that
�N(x; y)=0 and �S(x; y)=0. Therefore, Equations (20) and (21) can be rewritten as

u= �Mû (26)

q= �Tq̂ (27)

At any point (x; y)

u(x; y) =
NP∑
I=1

�MI (x; y)ûI (28)

q(x; y) =
NP∑
I=1

�T I (x; y)q̂I (29)

where

�MI (x; y) = pT(x; y) �C
−1
t p(xI ; yI)wI (xt ; yt) (30)

�T I (x; y) =
@pT(x; y)
@n

�C
−1
t p

′(xI ; yI)wI (xt ; yt) (31)

2.3. Discretization

Let the boundary be discretized into NC cells. The boundary integral equation for the
electrostatic problem given in Equations (4) and (5) can be rewritten as

�(P) =
NC∑
k=1

∫
d�k

1
2��

ln|P −Qk |�(Qk) d�Qk + C (32)

NC∑
k=1

∫
d�k

�(Qk) d�Qk = CT (33)

where NC is the number of cells, d�k is the length of the kth cell, Qk is the �eld point on
the kth cell and �(Qk) is the unknown charge density approximated by the interpolation given
in Equation (29). The integrand in Equation (32) is log singular. Details on the evaluation of
the integrals in Equations (32) and (33) can be found in Reference [19].
Equations (32) and (33) can be rewritten in a matrix form as[

MNP×NP 1NP×1

K1×NP 01×1

]{
�̂NP×1

C1×1

}
=

{
�NP×1

CT1×1

}
(34)
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where

Mij=
NC∑
k=1

∫
d�k

1
2��

ln|Pi −Qk |
NP∑
j=1

�Tj(Qk) d�Qk (35)

and

K1j=
NC∑
k=1

∫
d�k

NP∑
j=1

�Tj(Qk) d�Qk (36)

� and �̂ are NP× 1 right-hand side and unknown vectors, respectively.
The next step is to solve the dense linear system given in Equation (34). Since M is a

dense matrix the storage is O(NP2). Direct solution of Equation (34) via Gauss elimination
requires O(NP3) time and hence, it is impractical for large problems. In this paper, therefore,
we use GMRES [25], an iterative solver. The computationally intensive step in an iterative
solver is to compute the matrix–vector product. For dense matrices this costs about O(NP2)
operations. Depending on the number of iterations required by the GMRES to converge, a
number of dense matrix–vector products need to be computed before a solution to Equation
(34) is obtained.
Using the acceleration technique described in the next section the dense matrix–vector

product can be computed in at most O(NP(log NP)2) operations. In addition, the storage can
also be reduced to O(NP(log NP)2) instead of the classical O(NP2) requirement.

3. ACCELERATION TECHNIQUE

3.1. Basic idea

The idea behind the acceleration technique [22, 23] is to exploit the fact that the assembled
matrix M has large sections which are rank de�cient. The reason behind this is that, typical
Green’s functions vary smoothly. Each entry in the assembled matrix denotes interaction
between two points—a source point and a �eld point. If the distance between them is relatively
large, the in�uence of a source point on a far-away �eld point is almost the same as that
of its neighbours (owing to smoothly varying Green’s function). Thus, the numerical rank of
such portions of the matrix is small.
SVD [24, 26, 27] can be employed to exploit the rank-de�cient nature of the coe�cient

matrices generated by the boundary cloud method. The SVD of an n × n matrix A is given
by

A=USVT (37)

where
UUT =VTV= I (38)

and

S=


s1 0 0 0
0 s2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 sn

 (39)
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with s1¿s2¿ · · ·¿sn¿0. The numerical rank of a matrix to precision � is given by integer r
such that sr=s1¡�. The matrix A can be approximated by

Ã=U(:; 1 : r)S(1 : r; 1 : r)VT(1 : r; :) (40)

with

‖A − Ã‖¡� (41)

The multiplication of a vector with matrix A is done by multiplying the vector in turn
by VT(1 : r; :), S(1 : r; 1 : r) and U(: ; 1 : r). The number of operations is O((2n + 1)r) and
for r�n this process is more e�cient compared to the O(n2) operations that are normally
required to compute the dense matrix–vector product.
The concept of SVD has been used to explain the theory behind this method. We have

used Gram–Schmidt process [24, 26, 27] to take advantage of the rank-de�cient nature. It is
computationally less expensive than SVD. Given an n × n matrix A and a user speci�ed
tolerance �, the Gram–Schmidt process computes the numerical rank r of A and decomposes
the matrix into

A=UVT (42)

where U is an n× r orthogonal matrix which spans the column space of A. The process of
multiplying a vector with matrix A takes O(2nr) operations.

3.2. Procedure

The procedure to rapidly compute the matrix–vector product can be broadly divided into two
steps:

1. Preprocessing: This step generates the compressed form of the matrix.
Here, we brie�y describe the algorithm for the recursive decomposition of matrix M

generated by the boundary cloud method. Algorithm 1 summarizes the key steps. The
basic step is to partition the matrix recursively, as shown in Figure 3, until the size (n)
of the submatrix at the lowest level equals a �xed number b.‡ The recursive partitioning
implies that if the size of the submatrix A is greater than b then recursively construct the
representation of the four submatrices A1(1 : size(A)=2; 1 : size(A)=2);A2(1 : size(A)=2;
(size(A)=2+1) : size(A));A3((size(A)=2+1) : size(A); 1 : size(A)=2);A4((size(A)=2+1) :
size(A); (size(A)=2+1) : size(A)=2). The Gram–Schmidt procedure is used to obtain the
orthonormal column basis Ui and rank ri of the submatrix at the lowest level. If the
rank of the child submatrix Ai is less than size(Ai)=2, then the submatrix Ai is stored
in the decomposed form. If none of the child submatrices is of low rank, then a UV
decomposition of the matrix A is obtained by the merge procedure given in Algorithm 2.
If the rank of A is less than size(A)=2, then the matrix is stored in decomposed form,
otherwise, it is stored in the dense form.

‡This number may vary. Matrix of odd size cannot be divided into two equal parts, i.e. the size of child submatrices
may be b and b+ b′, where b′¡b. Also the value of this number is assumed to lie between logN and 2 logN ,
where N is the size of the assembled matrix.
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Algorithm 1. Constructing a compressed form of the dense matrix.

Function Decompose(A; size(A))
if size(A) ¿ b then
=* recursive subdivision of matrix A into submatrices A1, A2, A3, A4 each of size
(size(A))=2 *=

A=

[
A1 A2

A3 A4

]
if size(A1) ¿ b then
Call decompose(A1; size(A1)
Call decompose(A2; size(A2)
Call decompose(A3; size(A3)
Call decompose(A4; size(A4)

else
=* UV decompose Ai of size (size(A))=2× (size(A))=2, i = 1 to 4 *=
[Ui ;Vi ; ri]⇐ Gram–Schmidt decomposition(Ai)
if ri¡(size(Ai))=2 then
store Ai ⇐ UiVi

else
=* merge A1, A2, A3, A4 to get UV decomposition of A *=
construct A=[U;V; r] by merging
if r¡(size(A))=2 then
store A⇐ UV

else
store A

end if
end if

end if
end if

In our implementation of the compressed form we do not assemble the entire dense
matrix, but compute any (i; j)th term by the boundary cloud method described in the
previous section. The required storage space is allocated for submatrices at the lowest
level, that is, A1, A2, A3, A4, as shown in Figure 3. Algorithm 1 is then used to get the
compressed form of these 4 submatrices and then they are stored in the relevant form
(either UV form or merged). The same storage space is then used for the next 4 sets of
submatrices at that level and this process is carried out till the entire compressed matrix
has been constructed.
The process of merging for constructing the UV decomposition of submatrix A of size

n × n is described in Algorithm 2. It consists of 2 horizontal mergings and 1 vertical
merging as described below (shown in Figure 4).

(a) Horizontally merge A1 and A2, each of size n=2 × n=2: Construct a n=2 × (r1 +
r2) matrix X from the UV decompositions of A1 and A2, i.e. X=[U1 U2]. Use
Gram–Schmidt algorithm to obtain the orthonormal subspace matrix U12 of X where

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2003; 56:239–260
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A A

 A A

U V

U V

U          V

U          V

N x N

1 2

3 4

1 1

3 3

2             2

4             4

Figure 3. Generation of a compressed form, i.e. recursive division of the submatrices, until the
size of the submatrix n¡b, the small �xed number. Here Ai is of size n× n, Ui is of size n× ri,

Vi is of size ri × n and ri is the rank of the submatrix Ai.

Algorithm 2. Merge algorithm

=* Horizontally merge A1, A2 *=
Construct X=[U1U2]
[UX ;VX ; r12]= Gram–Schmidt decomposition(X)
U12 ⇐ UX
V12 ⇐ UT12[U1V1U2V2]
=* Horizontally merge A3, A4 *=
Construct Y=[U3U4]
[UY ;VY ; r34]= Gram–Schmidt decomposition(Y)
U34 ⇐ UY
V34 ⇐ UT34[U3V3U4V4]
=* Vertically merge A12, A34 *=
Construct Z=[VT12V

T
34]

[UZ ;VZ ; r]= Gram–Schmidt decomposition(Z)
V⇐ UTZ

U⇐
[
U12V12
U34V34

]
VT

r12 is the rank of X. Then compute the r12 × n=2 matrix V12 as given in Algorithm 2.
Now, [A1 A2]=U12V12 =A12.

(b) Horizontally merge A3 and A4, each of size n=2 × n=2: Construct a n=2 × (r3 +
r4) matrix Y from the UV decompositions of A3 and A4, i.e. Y=[U3 U4]. Use

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2003; 56:239–260
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U  V U  V

A = U V

 3  3  4  4

 1 1  2 2U  VU  V
12   12A     =   U     V 12

  34   34A     =   U     V 34

Figure 4. If none of the submatrices A1, A2, A3, A4 is of low rank, a merging
process is performed to obtain a UV decomposition of matrix A =

[
A1 A2
A3 A4

]
. The

objective of the merging process is to compute the UV decomposition of matrix A
using the UV decomposition of each of its submatrices.

Algorithm 3. Matrix-Vector Product

if a = UV then
compute y = U(Vx)

else
compute y = ax

end if

Gram–Schmidt algorithm to obtain the orthonormal subspace matrix U34 of Y where
r34 is the rank of Y. Then compute the r34 × n=2 matrix V34 as given in Algorithm
2. Now, [A3 A4]=U34V34 =A34.

(c) Vertically merge A12 and A34, each of size n=2×n: Construct a n× (r12 + r34) matrix
Z as given in Algorithm 2. Use Gram–Schmidt algorithm to obtain the orthonormal
n× r subspace matrix VT of Z where r is the rank of Z. Finally, compute the n× r
matrix U as given in Algorithm 2. Now, A=UV.

The complexity of preprocessing is dependent on computing the UV decompositions of
the submatrices and is equivalent to computing 4 or 5 dense matrix–vector products.

2. Solve the linear system using GMRES: The compressed representation is then used to
compute the matrix–vector products in an iterative solver (like GMRES). The
matrix–vector multiplication is performed by the following recursive algorithm:
Let a be the current submatrix of size n×n, x be the vector in the ith iteration of GMRES
and y be the output vector obtained in the ith iteration. As explained in Algorithm 3 and
shown in Figure 5, if the submatrix a is represented as UV, then compute y=U(Vx),
else perform the dense matrix vector product.

In summary, the acceleration technique described above requires a preprocessing step which
costs about 4 or 5 dense matrix–vector products. The storage requirement is at most O(N (log
N )2) and the dense matrix–vector product can be computed in at most O(N (logN )2)
operations using the compressed matrix generated by the preprocessing approach (see
Appendix A for a proof on the complexity of the approach).
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a x

x

a x y

yxa

 1  1

 2

 1  1 1

 2  2  2

 O(n

 O(2nr)

2)

a 2

=

=

Figure 5. Calculation of matrix–vector product. A shaded or a dark region indicates that the
submatrix is stored in the dense form. A non-shaded region indicates that the submatrix is stored

in the UV form. n is the size of submatrix a1 or a2 and r is the rank of submatrix a2.

4. RESULTS

In this section we present results for three problems, solved by applying the fast BCM
described in the previous section. For all the examples the numerical precision � for computing
the rank is 1× 10−6.

4.1. Two-conductor problem

The con�guration of the two-conductor example is shown in Figure 6. BCM has been used to
compute the charge density along the boundary of the two conductors. The problem has been
solved by using di�erent number of nodes, i.e. 16, 32, 64 and 128 per edge per conductor.
The �xed number b varies with di�erent number of nodes, ranging from 16 to 32.
Figure 7 shows the plot of the assembled compressed matrix, when 128 nodes were used

per edge for each conductor. It shows that large portions of the matrix are rank de�cient
(numbers in the boxes indicate the ranks of the submatrices). Figures 8 and 9 show how
the storage and the number of �oating point operations scale with the number of nodes. We
observe that both of them scale as O(N (logN )2). The number of �oating point operations in
the matrix–vector product are directly related to the number of elements stored in the matrix
and this explains their same order. The result in Figure 9 indicates that by using the SVD-
based acceleration technique, the dense matrix–vector product for a two-conductor problem
can be reduced to O(N (logN )2) operations instead of the classical O(N 2) operations. Detailed
analysis of storage and matrix–vector product operations is explained in Appendix A.
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1 unit
1 unit

1 unit

Figure 6. Con�guration of the two-conductor problem.
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2 CONDUCTOR PROBLEM
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Figure 7. Assembled matrix for the two-conductor problem. A shaded or a dark region denotes
that the submatrix is stored in the dense form, while the non-shaded region denotes that the matrix

is stored in the UV decomposed form with the numerical value of rank on it.

4.2. Mirror problem

Micromirrors are used as spatial light modulators in high performance display applications.
The micromirror is actuated by an electrostatic force which is generated by applying a voltage
di�erence between the mirror plate and the electrode. Figure 10 shows the geometry of the
mirror example. The con�guration is almost identical to that of the two-conductor example,
except for the aspect ratio.
The problem has been solved by using di�erent number of nodes, i.e. 40, 80, 160 and

320 nodes per conductor. The �xed number b varies with di�erent number of nodes, ranging
from 10 to 40. Figure 11 shows the plot of the assembled matrix, when 160 nodes were
used per conductor. It shows that many portions of the dense matrix have low rank (numbers
in the boxes are the ranks of the submatrices) and the rank de�ciency can be exploited to
accelerate the solution process and to reduce the storage space. Figure 12 and Figure 13 depict
the scaling of the storage space and the number of �oating point operations with di�erent
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Figure 8. Scaling of storage with the number of nodes for the two-conductor example. The solid
line shows the storage space occupied by the compressed matrix, while the dash–dot line shows

that required for the storage of the dense form.
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Figure 9. Scaling of �ops with the number of nodes for the two-conductor problem. The solid
line shows �ops for computing the matrix–vector product in GMRES with the compressed form

and it scales same as the dash–dot line plot, i.e. O(N (logN )2).

number of nodes. We observe that both of them scale as O(N (logN )2). The explanation
for the scaling of the storage and the computation of the matrix–vector product is given in
Appendix A.
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Figure 11. Assembled matrix for the mirror problem. A shaded or dark region denotes that
the submatrix is stored in the dense form, while the non-shaded region denotes that the matrix

is stored in the UV decomposed form with the numerical value of rank on it.

4.3. Comb-drive problem

Comb drive is a common MEMS actuator device which consists of rows of interlocking
teeth; half of the teeth are attached to a �xed beam and the other half attached to a movable
beam assembly. A section of a comb drive has been solved. The con�guration is shown in
Figure 14. We observe that there are more number of points that are quite far-away compared
to the number of points that are near by. Hence, we could look into the e�ect of smoothness
of the Green’s function when the points are quite far away.
The problem has been solved for varying number of nodes. The �xed number b varies

with the number of nodes and ranges from 16 to 30. Figure 15 shows the assembled ma-
trix of size 415 × 415. The numbers in the boxes indicate the rank of the submatrices.
Figures 16 and 17 show the scaling of the storage space used and the number of �oating point
operations with di�erent number of nodes. Both of them scale as O(N logN ). The lower order
of complexity for the storage and the computation of matrix–vector products in the comb-drive
problem, as compared to the two-conductor and the mirror problems, is because the dense matrix
contains fewer near-by points and more far-away interactions (see Appendix A for more details).
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Figure 12. Scaling of storage with the number of nodes for the mirror example. The solid line
shows the storage space occupied by the compressed matrix, while the dash–dot line shows that

required for the storage of the dense form.
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Figure 13. Scaling of �ops with the number of nodes for the mirror problem. The solid line
shows �ops for computing the matrix–vector product in GMRES with the compressed form

and it scales same as the dash–dot line plot, i.e. O(N (logN )2).

5. CONCLUSION

A fast boundary cloud method for numerical solution of exterior two-dimensional electrostatic
problems has been presented in this paper. The acceleration technique is based on the idea of
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Figure 15. Assembled matrix for the comb-drive problem. A shaded or dark region denotes that
the submatrix is stored in the dense form, while the non-shaded region denotes that the matrix is

stored in the UV decomposed form with the numerical value of the rank on it.

recursively subdividing the dense matrix and storing the submatrix either in a UV decomposed
form or in a dense form. The algorithm has been applied to three di�erent con�gurations
and from the results obtained we can conclude that the memory used and the solution time
scale identically for the two conductor and the mirror problem as O(N (logN )2) and for the
comb-drive problem as O(N logN ). The results indicate that when the dense matrix involves
predominantly near-by interactions the complexity is O(N (logN )2), otherwise, the complexity
is O(N logN ).
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Figure 16. Scaling of storage with the number of nodes for the comb-drive example. The solid
line shows the storage space occupied by the compressed matrix, while the dash–dot line shows

that required for the storage of the dense form.
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Figure 17. Scaling of �ops with the number of nodes for the comb-drive problem. The solid line
shows �ops for computing the matrix–vector product in GMRES with the compressed form and

it scales same as the dash–dot line plot, i.e. O(N logN ).

APPENDIX A

A.1. 3D versus 2D

The complexity and storage analysis of the acceleration technique is discussed in detail below.
Figure A1 shows a comparison between the three-dimensional kernel or Green’s function (1=r)
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Figure A1. Plot of | log(r)| and 1=r. Both of them are asymptotically smooth but |log(r)| has
higher gradient as compared to 1=r plot. This results in a higher di�erence in function value for

two near-by points in case of |log(r)| as compared to 1=r.

and the two-dimensional kernel or Green’s function (|log(r)|). The acceleration technique
exploits the fact that the di�erence in the value of the Green’s function is very small for
neighbouring source points when they are far away from the �eld point. From the plot it
is evident that this di�erence is much smaller in the case of 1=r kernel as compared to
that in |log(r)|. This explains the di�erence in the complexity of three- and two-dimensional
problems.

A.2. Complexity analysis

The complexity of computing matrix–vector product with the compressed form depends on
determining the number of operations required in multiplying the submatrices with the vector.
The submatrices lying along the main diagonal (Level 0 in Figure A2) depict the interaction
between near-by source and �eld points. As we move away from the main diagonal (Level 1,
Level 2; : : : ; Level (logN ) in Figure A2), the submatrices are a result of interaction between
farther away source and �eld points and the rank-de�cient behaviour becomes more and more
evident. The size and the number of submatrices along each diagonal are estimated and the
number of operations required to multiply the submatrix with a vector is computed. The
number of operations performed along each diagonal are summed up to give the total.
The complexity analysis can be divided into three steps:

1. b, a small �xed number, is assumed to take a value between logN and 2 logN , where
N is the size of the assembled matrix. Therefore, b is of O(logN ).
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Figure A2. The plot shows the di�erent levels, i.e. subdiagonals in the assembled matrix of size
N × N and the submatrices along each of them.

2. Basic idea of the acceleration technique is to express a matrix of size N1 × N1 as a
product of 2 matrices, i.e.

A=UVT (A1)

where U and V are of size N1 × r and r is the rank of the matrix A. When a matrix A
is expressed in the UV form, the number of operations in multiplying the matrix with a
vector are O(N1r).

Consider the following two cases to estimate the order of r:

(a) Case A: Matrix A involves interaction between near-by points. In this case, r¡b=2.
Therefore, r is O(logN ). In this case the matrix–vector product operations is

O(N1r)=O(N1 logN ) (A2)

(b) Case B: Matrix A involves interaction between far-away points. In this case, r�b=2.
Therefore, r is O(1) and the order of multiplying a matrix A with a vector is

O(N1r)=O(N1) (A3)

3. (a) Case A: The entire matrix involves predominantly nearby interactions (e.g. the case
of two-conductor problem and the mirror problem, presented in the results section).
Level 0 (submatrices along the main diagonal, see Figure A2):

Size of submatrices=N0
Number of submatrices= Ñ0 =N=N0

Multiplication of Ñ0 submatrices with a vector is of order = Ñ0(N0 logN )

= (N=N0)N0 logN

=N logN
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Level 1 (submatrices along the subdiagonals next to the main diagonal):
Size of submatrices=N1
Number of submatrices= Ñ1 =N=N1
Multiplication of Ñ1 submatrices with a vector is of order = Ñ1(N1 logN )

= (N=N1)N1 logN

=N logN
...

Number of levels (i.e. number of subdiagonals)= logN .

Summing up we get

(N logN + N logN + · · ·+ N logN )︸ ︷︷ ︸
log N times

=(N logN ) logN =N (logN )2 (A4)

(b) Case B: The entire matrix involves predominantly far-away interactions, as in the
case of comb-drive problem.

Level 0 (submatrices along the main diagonal, see Figure A2):
Size of submatrices=N0
Number of submatrices= Ñ0 =N=N0
Multiplication of Ñ0 submatrices with a vector is of order = Ñ 0N0

= (N=N0)N0
=N

Level 1 (submatrices along the subdiagonals next to the main diagonal):
Size of submatrices=N1
Number of submatrices= Ñ 1 =N=N1
Multiplication of Ñ1 submatrices with a vector is of order = Ñ1N1

= (N=N1)N1
=N

...

Number of levels (i.e. number of subdiagonals)= logN .

Summing up we get
(N + N + · · ·+ N )︸ ︷︷ ︸

log N times

=N logN (A5)

A.3. Storage analysis

The storage analysis is the same as the analysis for computation of matrix–vector products.
The storage space required for the UV decomposed form is of the same order as that of
computing a matrix–vector product with the compressed form.
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